LORD   PRIVY   SEAL   AT   LARGE
secondly that they should consent to return to Geneva. * It
may also be assumed,' The Times adds significandy, * that
they touched further upon the place and value of the German,
semi-military formations—the S.A. and S.S. ... in a military
organization of the kind contemplated.' Precisely what
Hitler's plans for these bodies were in February 1934 i* a
matter of intense historical and personal interest. Perhaps he
was able to offer Eden assurances that Roehm's pretensions
were not so formidable as they seemed to be.
Hider after the purge of June 30 made the astonishing
confession that Roehm had been eliminated because *he
banked on my incapacity to decide.' Eden could no doubt
tell us whether that particular piece of self-revelation is
quite the whole story. Finally Eden had to ask about die
proposed ten years' duration of the Disarmament Con-
vention.
The talks were cordial. Hider liked Eden's good manners.
This young English statesman had polish, he was suave but
he was keen. He had the essential faculty for success with
Hitler; for he could listen quietly and intelligently, supply-
ing him with a new theme -whenever his ideas seemed to be
running dry. It is impossible to stop Hitler talking; the art
is in preventing him from becoming turgid.
The Times reported that ' Mr. Eden and Herr Hitler
appear to have got on very well together. They find common
ground in their service in the trenches which appeals particu-
larly to the German Chancellor.* On February 20 the
impression in Berlin was that the visit had been well worth
while. The rumours were that the meetings might be pro-
longed. They were. On February 21 a diplomatic bar-
rier was broken down when Hitler took lunch at the British
Embassy for the first time. Neurath, Hess, and Goebbels
were there as well. Yesterday's favourable impressions were
maintained.
It   was   during   this   lunch   that   Corporal   Hitler   and
Captain Eden exchanged their war memoirs to the extent
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